
26 Sustainability

One bank, 
one vision, one team 
Governments across the globe have placed 
sustainability at the top of their national 
agendas and the UAE is no exception.

 “Firmly embedding sustainability 
within the organisational culture 
of FAB and conducting business 
in a responsible way is a key 
priority for FAB.” 
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10 UNGC 
Principles
FAB has agreed to align its  
strategies and operations with  
the UNGC’s 10 Principles

ESG Index

As the UAE’s largest bank, it is our 
responsibility to support the country’s 
sustainability objectives included in the 
UAE Vision 2021, the UAE Green Agenda 
2015-2030, the Abu Dhabi Economic Vision 
2030, and the United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) for 2030 to 
which the UAE is a signatory.

Firmly embedding sustainability within  
the organisational culture of FAB and 
conducting business in a responsible  
way is, therefore, a key priority for  
FAB. How we preserve our long-term 
stakeholder value will be a direct function 
of our performance in meeting our 
environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) goals. We are working to align  
our business practices and sustainability 
performance with relevant UN Sustainable 
Development Goals – a set of 17 global 
objectives developed by the United 
Nations, which define the most important 
global priorities and aspirations for 2030.

Having launched the Grow Stronger 
movement, we are seeking to demonstrate 
our commitments through actions. We are 
developing an enterprise-wide strategy that 
will ensure balance across FAB’s three pillars 
of sustainability – people, planet and profit 
– and maximise our ESG performance.

The GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) 
guidelines, the ISO 14064-3 standard  
for greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) 
verification, the UNGC principles, Equator 
Principles and the Green Bond ICMA 
principles are the international frameworks 
we will use to report FAB’s ESG performance 
to ensure we are adhering to best practices.

Our achievements
Over 6,300 companies with some 55%  
of global market capitalisation disclosed 
environmental data to CDP (formerly  
the Carbon Disclosure Project) in 2017  
for independent assessment against its 
scoring methodology, which evaluates  
a company’s awareness of environmental 
issues, its management methods,  
and progress towards environmental 
stewardship. FAB’s climate change 
response was given an A- score by CDP  
for 2017, moving us up from Management 
to Leadership level in recognition of our 
commitment to addressing climate change 
and reducing its impact.

FAB ranked amongst the top 10  
in the S&P/Hawkamah ESG  
Pan Arab Index in 2017
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Our UAE employees made a 
charitable contribution in 2017 
through the ‘Kan Yama Kan’ 
book donation campaign.
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2,500
Book donations made by  
FAB employees across the UAE

2018 
The “Year of Zayed” in the UAE,  
we will focus on delivering our  
core sustainability initiatives

FAB was the only UAE bank to become  
a signatory to the United Nations Global 
Compact (UNGC) principles during the 
year. UNGC is the world’s largest corporate 
social sustainability initiative, with over 
12,000 signatories across 170 countries.  
By signing this Compact, FAB has agreed 
to align its strategies and operations with 
the UNGC’s 10 Principles – encompassing 
human rights, labour regulations, the 
environment and anti-corruption – and 
take actions that advance societal goals.

FAB was also ranked amongst the top ten 
in the S&P/Hawkamah ESG Pan Arab Index 
in 2017, which provides a measure of total 
organisational performance by linking stock 
market success to ESG indicators. 

FAB is represented on a number of national 
sustainability committees and task forces, 
such as the UAE Council for Climate Change 
and Environment, Emirates Foundation 
Programs’ Advisory Committee on Civic 
Engagement, The Ministry of Climate 
Change and Environment’s Technical 
Committee on Green Development & 
Climate Change, the Sustainable Finance 
Steering Committee as part of the Dubai 
Declaration and the Technical Committee 
for the World Future Energy Summit 2018.

Given our deep relationships with 
corporates and institutions across the 
country, we are able to advise on how 
policies and initiatives can be turned into 
action by the UAE business community.

Community initiatives
Our UAE employees made a charitable 
contribution in 2017 through the ‘Kan 
Yama Kan’ book donation campaign. The 
campaign aims to provide stationery and 
mobile libraries for children living in areas 
with limited or no access to books due to 
social or natural crises or unrest and wars. 
The response exceeded the initial target 
with over 2,500 book donations made  
by FAB employees across the UAE.

FAB’s sustainability commitments 
extended to its international offices as 
well. In 2017, FAB Egypt was involved in a 
number of community initiatives including 
charity fund-raising for an underprivileged 
school, and donation of winter clothes  
and provisions for four orphanages during 
Ramadan. FAB Egypt’s sustainability 
champions regularly provide tips to 
employees, outlining how they can reduce 
water and energy consumption, waste 
production and recycle materials. Motion-
sensor lighting has also been installed  
on the premises to save energy.

The year ahead
As we enter 2018, the “Year of Zayed”  
in the UAE, we will focus on delivering our 
core sustainability initiatives, which include 
conducting materiality analysis and 
assessing, monitoring and reporting  
our sustainability performance. We will 
also roll out a stakeholder engagement 
programme to better understand how  
we can meet the expectations and needs 
of our customers, investors and staff.  
In addition, we will be pursuing initiatives 
with the Emirates Foundation that will 
make tangible, positive contributions  
to UAE society.

 “FAB’s climate change response was given  
an A- score by CDP for 2017, moving us up 
from Management to Leadership level in 
recognition of our commitment to addressing 
climate change and reducing its impact.”

 “Our long-term objective  
is to grow in strength 
through our sustainability 
journey, positioning  
FAB as a highly visible  
and successful regional 
leader and a partner of 
choice in sustainability 
best practice.”
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